
Thomas Dalton 

Where you live: Los
Angeles 
Place of Birth:
Hamilton, NJ 
Age: 36 
Family: Happily
married to my wife
Milda Dalton. Parents
Marian (former Daly,
Philadelphia) and
Sean Dalton
(Longford) met in
New Jersey in the
80's and immigrated
back to Co. Longford,
Ireland to raise a
wonderful family.

Growing up with siblings; Kiera, Sean, Declan and Oonagh
– we were all very active in traditional Irish Sports Football,
Hurling and Camogie. 
First Job: Longford Town Council - Summer Work 
What it taught me: I learned a lot from my first job, both
work and life related. The most important thing I learned
was that “how you do something” is just as important as
“what you do”. It is a lesson I bring with me every day and
share with my teams. That job also taught me the
importance of making a positive impact on your community.

The people I worked with had an incredibly positive outlook
on our local community and life which instilled a sense of
accomplishment and purpose within me. 
Current Company and position: Recruiting Leader for
TikTok, North America. 
Best advice you could give someone starting out: Take
the time to explore new opportunities and diversify your
experiences. Have faith that you will find the right role if you
are patient, passionate, and dedicated. Don’t be afraid to
follow your own path and take big risks to find something
you love. Be open to trying new things that foster creativity
and inspire growth. 
How do you embrace your Irish Heritage? I celebrate my
heritage and advocate for Ireland regularly during my
conversations with industry leaders, peers, and surrounding
community. I believe when you are away from your home
you are an ambassador for your country. Having an Irish
accent in the US usually ignites a conversation with friendly,
curious strangers and I always use that as an excellent
opportunity to highlight my hometown! Luckily for us,
Ireland has a great affinity within the US, and I constantly
meet people who have either enjoyed great experiences or
want to experience our homeland and it fills me with great
pride. I love being able to watch the GAA back home and
make sure I have a big party with my US friends when the
All-Ireland final is on, although I am still keeping my fingers
crossed that Longford will be there one day! 
Three things people would be surprised to know about
me....

1.  Leinster Colleges Senior A Championship Winner with St.
Mel’s College 2003 
2.  Recipient of Garda Síochána Medal for Bravery 2004 
3.  Favorite Band: Brave Giant 

R
ecruiting Leader for TikTok North America and an
active member of the Forbes HR Council, an
invitation-only community for senior-level human

resources across all industries. With nearly a decade of
Talent Acquisition experience, Thomas oversees
recruitment for TikTok's Content, Operations, and
Corporate Functions and is passionate about diversity
recruitment and executive coaching to build high
performing resource models. Originally from Longford,
Ireland, Thomas' career began within family business and
service industry start-ups. Thomas has consulted for
some of the world's largest Technology, Banking, Media,
and Professional Services organizations while working for
Robert Half International. Prior to TikTok, Thomas also
built recruiting teams for Amazon's cloud platform AWS
and oversaw the execution and scale of high volume,
global hiring events within the EMEA and South East Asia
regions. Thomas loves to rise to a recruitment challenge
and solve strategic sourcing needs for businesses and is
passionate about TikTok's mission to inspire creativity
and bring joy. Thomas obtained a degree in Computer
Science and Finance from National University of Ireland,
Maynooth and is certified in HR Analytics by Cornell
University.

Stephen Place 

Where you live:
Malta 
Place of Birth:
Dublin 
Age: 39 
Family: Married to
my beautiful Maltese
wife Liz. I have an my
amazing Mum in
North Dublin I have 9
brothers & sisters.
Jacqui, Jennie,
Louise, Fiona, Cathy,
Michael, Cecelia,
Maria & Brendan. 22
nieces & nephews,

two American akita's named Sky & Cooper, and a cat on
the way. God bless the house and the Cat. 
First Job: Delivering Milk in North Dublin. 
What it taught me: Be on time, keep the pace and don't
break the bottle's 
Current Company and position: Founder & Managing
Director of Place VIP Travel Concierge. 
Best advice you could give someone starting out: Find a
good mentor and don't rush in. It's ok to go for something
if you have the passion for it but.......take a breath, don't
completely attach yourself to it (easier said than done :)
once you have all the moving parts in place, execute as
best as you can. In the words of the great Samuel Becket;
“Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail
better.” 
How do you embrace your Irish Heritage? With great
pride of course. My mother and sisters are all singers,

theatrical and good ole fun. My brothers and Auld man
have larger than life characters. With a nudge from my
brother, I put this influence to good use and became a tour
guide in Dublin. It was so rewarding to present the very
first impressions of Ireland & its landscape to second, third
and fourth generation Irish-American, Canadian & Aussie
tourists who heard so much of the Emerald Isle through
friends, extended family and fireside chats. I made it a goal
to teach and entertain my guests with the right mix of
history, tradition, music, nature, city life and rural beauty.
My Ireland became theirs and it was a privilege to share
our country with others. 
In addition, I carry my Irish passport every day, play
football with a local crew of Irish expats, and keep my love
of country and family alive through social media group
chats. 
Three things people would be surprised to know about me:
1.  Whilst I come across an extrovert, I am more of an
introvert. 
2.   Learning Maltese, is a lot like the Irish language
actually in terms of absolutely murdering the
pronunciation. Once you have the hang of both languages,
they are very poetic. 
3.  My karaoke standby is butchering “Brown Eyed Girl” 

S
tephen had the good fortune to be the youngest of 10
children in a warm, loving and funny family. He got
his strong values from his parents and sense of fun,

gift of gab and drive to succeed from his siblings. A soccer
star in his teens, he was scouted and recruited to attend
Thomas University in Georgia and was introduced to the
USA via Southern Hospitality. He was recognized with
Honorable Mention to the All-American roster in 2002. As
a result of his time in the Peach State, Stephen has an
abiding love for barbecue, biscuits, and shrimp gumbo.

Upon completing his studies, Stephen returned to
Dublin and became a tour guide, introducing thousands of
first-timers and repeat visitors to the magic of the Fair City
and surrounding areas. Stephen’s reputation grew so
much that his five star reviews on TripAdvisor resulted in a
packed schedule regardless of “high” or “low” seasons.
While evaluating other guide companies and market
demand, Stephen saw an opportunity to raise his game
and serve a more upscale clientele. He made relationships
with top hotels, galleries, boutiques, venues, museums
and heritage sites to offer his guests the best access. On
one snowy December weekend, Stephen was guiding a
ladies’ leisure group from Malta when he locked eyes with
a beautiful brunette. Their long-distance romance was
buoyed by staggering phone bills and lots of miles on
Ryanair and Air Malta until Stephen finally embraced the
idea of living in year-round sunshine and a 25°C average
temperature. 
Expanding his business to Malta proved challenging in

the beginning, as he had to build from the ground up.
Undeterred, Stephen went to work, studied the island, met
key players, and raised the bar for the competition. Now, 7
years into it, Stephen is known as Malta’s best VIP travel
concierge and continues to develop his global network of
travel partners and experiences. Professional highlights
include obtaining premier seating at the Vienna Opera
Ball, securing a private visit to the Hagia Sophia on three
days’ notice, and learning the locations of every KFC near
all major European airports. Despite the difficulties of
COVID, 2020 proved to be Stephen’s busiest year yet by
adding new clients globally, increasing the service offering
and successfully spiriting clients out of pandemic
hotspots. 
Stephen is delighted to be honored in the Irish Echo’s 40

Under 40 for 2021.
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Sean Patricia 

Where you live: Atlanta,
GA 
Place of Birth: Albany,
NY 
Age: 39 
Family: Joanne Patricia –
Mother; Kevin Patricia –
Father; Dr. Karen Patricia
– Sister; Kelly Patricia –
Sister.
First Job: Lifeguard -
YMCA 
What it taught me:
Being 16 years old and
suddenly in a role

responsible for the lives of others is a daunting task. It
required being attentive to all actions occurring around you
and never taking your eyes off your area of focus. I have
carried that mindset forward throughout my life and career
of always being focused on my short- and long-term goals
and being cognizant of events around me and how they may

impact me and my friends/family/business. 
Current Company and position: UPS - Strategy &
Transformation Manager 
Best advice you could give someone starting out: Never
be discouraged by failure. Every failure should be treated as
an opportunity with valuable lessons embedded within it.
Success happens from adapting these learnings and being
persistent in execution of whatever may lay before you. It
took me 4 years of aggressively pursuing opportunities and
being underemployed in the meantime to land where I am
now. I remained focused on where I wanted to be that entire
time and only by learning from my failures and persisting
did I achieve my current success. 
How do you embrace your Irish Heritage? I am actively
involved in the Atlanta Chapter of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians. I have been the Division Secretary for the past 2
years and will be the VP as of January 26th. Through them I
have been involved in planning/participating in Irish
Festivals, the St. Patrick's Day Parade in Atlanta, active
participation within the Archdiocese of Atlanta, and
interacting with the Consulate General of Ireland to promote
Irish history and culture within the communities of Atlanta. 
Three things people would be surprised to know about me....

1.  I played Rugby for 7 years (college/adult leagues) 
2.  I am a PADI certified diver 
3.  I made my own hurley 

S
ean completed his BS in Economics and International
Finance from SUNY Albany before beginning a career
in logistics with Penske. Several years later he

attended Wake Forest University to receive his MBA with
concentrations in Corporate Strategy and Operations
Management. He then spent several years performing
contract Project Management work before getting his foot in
the door with UPS. In 5 years at UPS he has been promoted
twice into his current role within the Strategy and
Transformation office, where his team's focus is turning UPS
into a leaner, more efficient 21st century company through
process improvement, design thinking and LEAN and Agile
principles. In his spare time, he enjoys hiking and camping,
in addition to being actively involved in supporter's groups
for Atlanta United and Rugby ATL. When not in the
mountains or watching sports, he is involved with Open
Hand for packing and distributing meals to the elderly and
volunteers with various organizations through HandsOn
Atlanta.
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